
 

Dragon’s Den Questions 
Loan Approval 

● As questions are asked, loan contracts are only completed for viable ideas.  The idea is 
to lead all students to having a successful business model so they will be successful at 
the tradeshow.  Guide them until they can all be approved for a loan. 

● If there are some areas needing improvement, send the student back so they can 
consider the suggestions, talk to their partner (if applicable), make a decision and return 
with that decision.  If they need to fix their budget sheet, send them back and allow the 
next student to do their pitch.  Students with adjustments can share their decisions with 
judges in between other pitches. 

● Once the numbers are correct, are realistic and all the details have been thought out (if 
they reach ‘Meeting’ or ‘Expert’ in the rubric), fill out the loan contract and have the 
student sign it.  Explain that they are approved for their loan amount and that they will 
repay that amount after the tradeshow, with 5% being given to a charity. 

 

 

 

Questions and Things to Consider: 

1. What is/are your names?  What is your business name? 

2. Partnerships: How did you choose your partner(s)? How can you be sure you will all 

work well together? 

3. What is your product idea and why did you choose to make this product? 

4. Why should someone buy your product? What makes your product stand out? 

5. How much does it cost for you to manufacture one product?  Where will you get your 

materials? 

6. How many do you plan to manufacture?  How many of your products do you need to 

manufacture and sell to break even? Is this a realistic amount to be able to sell? 

7. What price do you plan to sell your products for?  Do you have any deals if they buy 

several of your products?  Is the selling price too high or too low? 

8. How much of a loan are you asking for? How did you arrive at that amount? (check their 

budget sheet to make sure their numbers make sense) 

9. What charity are you donating to? 

10. Are there any areas that the student may not have considered (for example, packaging, 

colours, flavours, etc.)? 


